
SECRET OPS OF THE CIA
ART BOOK WITH 2018 CALENDAR – SECOND EDITION

SALUTING THE MEN AND WOMEN OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY AND THE CAUSE THEY SERVE.
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Creation of the Central Intelligence Agency Intelligence Art Gallery in 2005 

came about due to one individual’s passionate desire to recognize the men 

and women of the CIA who bravely serve and have served our country. More 

than 100 of these officers and contractors made the ultimate sacrifice. When 

informed of this unique opportunity to create an art collection to visually 

capture milestone CIA missions, private citizens and corporations volunteered 

to commission and donate the artwork. As a result of their generosity, a 

core collection of 15 paintings donated by private citizens and corporations 

comprised the collection’s foundation and thus did not cost the American 

taxpayers a penny. Later artwork was commissioned internally.

The project reflects close collaboration between a private citizen, Erik K., 

nephew of Captain Norman A. Schwartz, a CIA contract pilot killed in action, the 

agency’s Fine Arts Commission and the CIA Museum which operates under the 

auspices of the Center for the Study of Intelligence.  Eager to provide generous and 

enthusiastic assistance were Alan Seigrist, son of the legendary CIA contract 

pilot Connie “Seig” Seigrist (more than 30,000 agency flight hours), and a 

well-connected, generous friend who wishes to remain anonymous. A heart-

felt thank-you to Richard J. Guggenhime who made several donations, and to 

Bruce Walker with kudos to all the donors without whose selfless generosity 

this world-class art collection may never have been accomplished.  -Erik K.
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Tolkachev, Quiet Courage©, by Kathy Fieramosca, Donated by Central Eurasia Division, CIA

Soviet electronics engineer Adolf Tolkachev photographing secret military documents at his home in the early 1980s, on behalf of the United States.  

This was “old school” spying at its finest and yielded a mass of high-grade intelligence over several years, before Tolkachev was arrested by the KGB and eventually executed.
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MISSION DESCRIPTION

  Born in Kazakhstan in 1927, Adolf Tolkachev was an aviation 

electronics engineer who for six years provided CIA with a 

wealth of detailed information on highly classified future military 

capabilities being developed and deployed by the Soviet Union 

into the 1990s—all the while keeping his wife and son unaware 

of his spying activities. His distrust of the Soviet Union and 

resulting motivation to spy for the United States seemed to spring 

from persecution his wife’s parents had suffered under Stalin. 

According to Tolkachev, the writings of Soviet dissidents Aleksandr 

Solzhenitsyn and Andrei Sakharov provided him further inspiration. 

Fortunately for CIA, Tolkachev was a per sistent person. For 

more than a year, he attempted five times to volunteer his 

espionage services by leaving notes in cars with US diplomatic 

license plates in Moscow. Wary of Soviet counterintelligence 

opera tions in which KGB “danglers” would pose as willing 

sources in order to expose foreign intelligence operatives and 

methods, CIA spurned Tolkachev’s first four overtures. In his 

fifth attempt on 1 March 1978, Tolkachev pro vided convincing 

evidence of his legitimacy and potential worth. CIA assigned 

Russian  speaking officer John G. to make contact with him. 

The initial phone call to Tolkachev on 5 March 1978 marked the 

beginning of a remarkable episode of Cold War espionage. 

Tolkachev resisted traditional CIA commu nication methods, 

preferring face-to-face meetings, even though risky. The Agency 

provided him with numerous miniature cam eras for secretly 

copying documents at work, but Tolkachev favored smuggling 

documents home during his lunch hour and—as depicted in the 

painting—photographing them with a Pentax ME 35-mm camera, 

which the Agency had provided along with a clamp to steady 

the camera on the back of a chair. Over the years, Tolkachev 

successfully passed dozens of rolls of film and hundreds of pages 

of handwritten notes on the plans, specifications, and test results 

for the latest and most-advanced Soviet tighter-intercep tor 

aircraft radar systems, surface-to-air missile systems, and other 

technologies. The volumes of detailed intelligence were of immense 

value to the United States for at least eight to ten years—the time 

Soviets would need to replace the technology that Tolkachev 

had compromised—by shaping the course of billions of dollars of 

research and development programs. 

The Agency took good care of Tolkachev, passing 

him requested personal items such as medicine, 

art supplies and rock-and-roll cassettes for his 

son, books for him and his son, and non-Soviet 

razor blades—and cash. (While money was not of 

paramount concern for Tolkachev, he did want to 

be adequately compensated as proof of the value 

of his efforts and risk.) CIA held most of his annual 

salary (the equivalent of the US President’s salary) 

in escrow, awaiting his detection. The Agency also 

developed an exfiltration plan for him and his family; 

however, he rejected it, saying his wife and son would 

never leave Russia and he would never leave them. 

On 13 June 1985, as Tolkachev’s case officer approached 

the site designated for a meet ing, more than a dozen 

KGB security person nel jumped out from behind nearby 

bushes and arrested him. Tolkachev’s identity had 

been betrayed by two turncoat CIA officers working 

for the KGB: Edward Lee Howard, a disgruntled former 

CIA employee, and Aldrich Ames, a CIA officer turned 

Soviet mole. The case officer was released unharmed 

and forced to leave Russia with his family within a week. 

Tolkachev was arrested, tried for high treason, convicted, 

and on 24 September 1986 executed. 

Tolkachev, one of CIA’s most valuable assets, had 

accomplished his goal of harming the Soviet system, 

and the Agency had pulled off a major intelligence 

coup, prompting some historians to call Tolkachev 

“the greatest spy since Penkovskiy.” 

At the painting’s 2014 unveiling, a former case officer 

reflected on the importance  and inherent danger 

of the Tolkachev oper ation: “The men and women 

who worked on this case demonstrated the great 

ability of this Agency to run productive operations 

in difficult areas.” Many of these same officers 

collaborated with the artist to set the proper tone in 

the painting and to get the details right. 
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Piercing the Curtain© by Dru Blair, Commissioned by the CIA Museum

Hervey Stockman pilots his U-2 reconnaissance plane more than a dozen miles above Leningrad during the first  

CIA high-altitude penetration of USSR airspace on July 4th, 1956. Several Soviet attempts at fighter interception along the U-2’s route all failed.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

In the early 1950s, with the Korean war 

winding down and the Cold War revving up, the US 

recognized that its knowledge of Soviet strategic 

capabilities-bomber forces, ballistic missiles, submarine 

forces, nuclear weapons-was dangerously weak. 

Captured German overhead photographs and 

documents on Soviet capabilities from World War II 

were outdated. Interrogations of repatri ated POWs 

and German scientists leaving the Soviet Union were 

of minimal value. US attempts to photograph the 

Communist Bloc countries through covert peripheral 

over  flights and unmanned balloons yielded little 

information. Stringent security behind the Iron Curtain 

had effectively blocked access to all Soviet planning, 

production, and deploy ment activities, blunting 

traditional intelli gence collection methods. 

Soviet unveiling of the Mya-4 (“Bison”) long-range 

strategic bomber in 1954 triggered a debate in the US 

over the size of USSR’s bomber fleet and the threat that 

it posed. Faced with a potentially dangerous strategic 

disadvantage (the so-called “bomber gap”), President 

Dwight D. Eisenhower was deter mined to assess the true 

scope and nature of the Soviet threat. His approval of a 

high-alti tude photo reconnaissance airplane designed 

to evade Soviet air defenses—with CIA in charge of its 

development and operation—signaled the Intelligence 

Community’s entry into overhead reconnaissance. CIA 

code  named the project AOUATONE and made Richard 

Bissell its manager. 

Bissell liked Lockheed’s CL-282, a new reconnaissance 

aircraft proposed by the legendary Clarence “Kelly” 

Johnson and convinced DCI Allen Dulles to fund the 

project. The unusually light aircraft resembled a jet-

powered glider with a single engine, solo pilot, and 70-

foot wingspan optimized for 3,000-mile-long flights 

at 70,000 feet–twice the ceiling of any existing Soviet 

fighter plane. Innocuously designated “U-2”, short for 

Utility type 2, the plane went from blueprint to flying 

prototype in just eight months and full operational 

status in just 18. CIA recruited and trained US Air Force pilots 

who were “sheep dipped” as CIA contractors, all the while 

maintaining their military career status. 

U-2 operations deployed to West Germany in the late spring 

of 1956. After an initial flight over Communist Poland and East 

Germany brought back usable imagery, President Eisenhower 

authorized Soviet overflights. The honor of flying the first 

mission over Soviet territory went to Hervey S. Stockman, a 

34-year-old WWII veteran and P-51 Mustang fighter pilot. On 

4 July 1956, Stockman flew U-2 Article 347 on Mission 2013 

from Wiesbaden, West Germany, over Poznan, Poland, across 

Belorussia to Leningrad, and over the Baltic states back to 

home base. The painting depicts the view from Stockman’s 

cockpit on this historic flight over Leningrad. (Stockman later 

flew F-4C Phantoms in the Vietnam war; forced to eject over 

North Vietnam in 1967, he spent six years there as a POW. 

Article 347 is now on display at the Smithsonian’s National Air 

and Space Museum in Washington, DC.) 

Soviet radar tracked Stockman’s U-2 as its state-of-the-art A-2 

cameras photographed naval shipyards and Bison bomber 

bases, but MiG fighters were unable to fly high enough to 

intercept it. Despite Soviet pro tests, President Eisenhower 

continued to personally authorize each of 23 subsequent 

missions over the USSR until a Soviet SA-2 surface-to-air 

missile downed the U-2 piloted by Francis Gary Powers on 1 

May 1960 near Sverdlovsk. Eisenhower abruptly ordered an 

end to further Soviet Union overflights. CIA photo interpreters 

studying the imagery from Stockman’s flight and the next four 

Soviet missions confirmed a Bison fleet of limited size, thereby 

debunking the bomber gap and saving the United States 

millions of dollars of unnecessary spending to counter a non-

existent threat. Later U-2 missions provided imagery of equal 

value on a range of strategic intelligence issues. Originally 

expected to fly for two years before countered by Soviet air 

defenses, the U-2 served CIA until 1974 when its covert U-2 

operation was consolidated with the existing US Air Force U-2 

operation. The U-2 Program continues to provide valuable 

intelligence on hot spots around the world—many decades 

after the first U-2 flight.



Message From Moscow©

By Deborah D.
Commissioned by the CIA Museum

On 28 October 1962, Radio Moscow transmitted a news 

bulletin stating that the Soviet Union had agreed to remove 

its missiles from Cuba, thus ending the Cuban Missile Crisis. 

The message was duly registered by the CIA’s Foreign 

Broadcast Information Service and immediately forwarded 

to the White House for information.
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MISSION DESCRIPTION

Radio broadcasting technology developed rapidly 

during the 1930s. Shortwave trans missions from powerful 

new stations could be heard over great distances. As Nazi 

ideologues and Japanese propagandists were quick to 

exploit radio as a new war-time tool, President Franklin 

D. Roosevelt recognized the need to monitor shortwave 

radio broadcasts of the Axis powers and estab lished the 

Foreign Broadcast Monitoring Service (FBMS) in February 

1941. Initially operating under the Federal Communications 

Commission, FBMS became the Foreign Broadcast 

Information Service (FBIS) in 1942. During the war, FBIS 

recorded, translated, transcribed, and analyzed valuable 

informa tion from the radio airwaves for the Office of 

Strategic Services and US Departments of State, War, and 

Navy. At war’s end, FBIS moved to the US Department of 

the Army, and the National Security Act of 1947 reassigned 

it to the newly  created Central Intelligence Agency. In 

2005, FBIS became the Open Source Center (OSC), and 

in 2015, the Open Source Enterprise (OSE) when it joined 

the Directorate of Digital Innovation. The value of open-

source intelligence continues unabated with the expansion 

of openly available information and communication media 

centered on computer technology and the Internet. 

Formed in 1939, the British Broadcasting Corporation 

Monitoring (BBCM) Service pioneered the monitoring of 

foreign broad casting stations as European governments 

increasingly used radio to publicize official communiques, 

policy statements, and propaganda. After supporting 

Allied opera tions during World War II, BBCM resumed its 

role as a peace-time arm of the BBC news service and 

continues as such today. FBMS and its FBIS successor 

established and maintained a close working relationship 

with BBCM personnel, learning from their experiences, 

sharing information, and station ing a small staff at 

their headquarters. Over the years, CIA’s open-source 

partnership with BBCM has steadily strengthened, initially 

through FBIS and now with OSE. The painting depicts a 

significant example of FBIS work that occurred during the 

Cuban Missile Crisis. When Central Intelligence Agency 

photointerpreters discovered Soviet nuclear-capable, 

medium-range ballistic missile (MRBM) bases in Cuba—

less than a hundred miles from US shores—President John 

F Kennedy quarantined all Soviet ships carrying MRBM-

related equipment to Cuba and demanded the removal 

of the existing MRBM bases from the island. Despite their 

claim that the missiles were strictly defensive and posed no 

threat to the US, on 28 October 1962 through diplomatic 

channels, the Soviets dispatched their decision to comply 

with Kennedy’s demand. To assure that this important 

message reached the White House as quickly as possible, 

Moscow Radio simultaneously broadcast it in Russian over 

the airwaves. FBIS, in cooperation with its BBCM partners 

in England, monitored and translated this message from 

Premier Nikita Khrushchev to President Kennedy and 

flashed it to the White House and other Government 

offices:

“The Soviet Government has ordered the dismantling of 

bases and the dispatch of equipment to the USSR... I wish 

to again state that the Soviet Government has offered only 

defensive weapons.”

The radio route—via FBIS—proved to be the fastest 

communication means, and President Kennedy responded 

immediately through a State Department telegram to 

Khrushchev:

“I am replying at once to your broadcast message...even 

though the official text has not yet reached me...I welcome 

this message and consider it an important contribution to 

peace.” 

Message from Moscow earned the artist the distinction 

of being the first female and first Agency officer to have 

artwork displayed in the headquarters Intelligence Art 

Gallery. During the painting’s unveiling at the Open Source 

Center in 2012, OSC Director Naquin called her a “genius,” 

highlighting how even the time depicted on the watches 

was researched to ensure accuracy.
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A Contingency for Every Action © by James Dietz, Donated by the Office of Global Services, CIA

A representative selection of weapons and equipment used or distributed by the OSS and the CIA from World War II to the current day.  

Quantities of a wide variety of weapons are available in storage or can be obtained at short notice, and then shipped to any operational area in the world.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

From the Office of Strategic Services (OSS) during World War II to the 

present-day Central Intelligence Agency, support officers have faced the 

complex challenge of satisfying the varied require ments for weaponry to 

support covert operations across far-flung corners of the globe. The broad 

range of such missions, together with changing technologies over the past 70 

years, has created a rich tapestry that features all manner of small arms and 

weapons, ammunition, and other paramilitary equipment crucial to success. 

This painting depicts a representative selection of firearms, munitions, and 

related accoutrements spanning seven decades of support to OSS and 

CIA covert operations. The M-1 Garand rifle that served US forces almost 

flawlessly during World War II and in Korea, the M16A1 automatic rifle of 

the Vietnam war, and the ubiquitous AK-47 of today’s war on terrorism 

are just some of the many weapons of note. Machine guns, pistols, 

grenades, and launchers are also a vital part of the arsenal. Where would 

small arms be without ammunition—rounds, clips, magazines, and belts? 

All come in shipping crates, often bundled and parachuted from aircraft 

to the users. Schematics, manuals, photos, and other documentation also 

can play an important role in an operation’s ultimate success. 

Logistical expertise and responsiveness are key to covert-mission success, 

and behind the scenes of any such operation is a cadre of dedicated 

logistics officers, ordnance specialists, and aerial-de livery experts. These 

professionals perform critical weapons pro curement, storage, shipping, 

resupply, maintenance, and safety functions. Skilled teams remain ready 

to react at a moment’s notice whenever a new crisis erupts somewhere 

in the world. As the nation has moved from battling Nazi aggression 

and countering communist expansion to fighting terrorism, special ized 

logistical support has evolved to keep pace with operational demands. 

This painting pays tribute to those responsible for assuring that the 

necessary resources to support US policy objectives are delivered, 

mission capable, when and where they are required. 

Current and former officers of the Agency’s Directorate of Support and 

Special Activities Center gathered in 2015 to unveil A Contingency for 

Every Action. Commissioned in 2012, the painting is the first still life to join 

the Intelligence Art Gallery. Special guests included key Agency support 

officers and mission part ners from the Department of the Army. A former 

logistics chief remarked, “The painting is an homage to support and how 

our men and women play a critical role to mission operations.” 
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Peace Keeper© by Dru Blair, Donated by Richard J. Guggenhime and Donald Elster

Looking for the USS Pueblo: a CIA A-12 aircraft was dispatched to find the intelligence ship which had broken off contact after being boarded in international waters  

by the North Korean navy on 23 January 1968. The vessel was located in North Korea three days later during the A-12 mission flown by CIA pilot Jack Weeks.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

On 23 January 1968, North Korea seized the US 

Navy Ship Pueblo while it was on a signals intelligence 

collection mission in international waters off the coast of 

North Korea. Pyongyang claimed it had caught the US 

spying inside its territorial waters. Director of Central 

Intelligence Richard Helms, aware of the quick-reaction, 

overhead  photographic capabilities of A-12 OXCART 

urged its use to find the missing ship. Helms assured 

President Lyndon B. Johnson, reluctant at first, that the 

A-12 supersonic aircraft “could photograph the whole of 

North Korea, from the Demilitarized Zone (DMZ) to the 

Yalu River, in less than 10 minutes and probably do so 

unobserved by air-defense radar.” With the President’s 

approval, on 26 January 1968, CIA pilot Jack Weeks 

flew a three-pass mission over the southern part of 

North Korea and the DMZ to locate the Pueblo and 

to determine whether Pyongyang was mobilizing for 

possible hostilities with the US in reaction to the seizure. 

Depicted in the painting is Weeks’s highly successful 

A-12 flight, 25th of the 29 BLACK SHIELD missions in 

East Asia. In a detailed examination of the imagery 

collected by the aircraft’s panoramic camera, photo 

interpreters found the Pueblo, apparently undamaged 

and guarded by two patrol boats in a small bay 

north of Wonsan, but saw no sign of North Korean 

preparations to counter a possible US military response 

to the incident. As a bonus, the imagery also yielded 

substantial intelligence on North Korea’s armed forces. 

With photographic proof that North Korea held 

the Pueblo and its crew, the US immediately began 

negotiations to get them back. After difficult and 

protracted discussions, North Korea released the 

surviving crew members 11 months later. The ship, 

however, remains captive in North Korea where it is a 

popular tourist attraction. 

On 4 June 1968, some four months following his 

successful overflight of North Korea, Jack Weeks died 

while piloting A-12 Article 129 on a functional checkout 

flight between Kadena Air Base, Okinawa, and the 

Philippines. The plane’s last radio transmission came 

from a location 520 miles east of Manila. Search-and-

rescue missions failed to locate any trace of the pilot 

or plane. The onboard monitoring system indicated 

engine trouble; a catastrophic failure was the most likely 

explanation. Weeks was one of two Agency pilots to die 

while flying the A-12. CIA commemorates both pilots 

with stars on its Wall of Honor. 

In attendance at the painting’s 2011 unveiling, the widow 

of A-12 pilot Jack Weeks said that knowing the painting 

was to be displayed at CIA Headquarters brought 

closure to this episode in the lives of the Weeks family, 

40 years after Jack’s death. Receiving appreciation for 

the donation of the painting to the Agency collection 

was donor Richard J.Guggenhime who was able to 

attend an unveiling in person for the first time.
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Argo: Rescue of the Canadian Six© by Deborah D.

When the US Embassy in Tehran was stormed in 1979, six Americans managed to get away and found temporary refuge with Canadian diplomats. The CIA worked out an elaborate project  

involving a bogus Hollywood film to manage their escape from Iran, which was successfully implemented: here CIA officers are making last-minute adjustments to various fake travel documents.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

On 4 November 1979, militant Islamic stu dents took over 

the US Embassy in Tehran, Iran, and took hostage the 66 

US personnel inside. Avoiding capture that day were six 

US State Department employees who took refuge in the 

homes of Canadian Embassy officers. In addressing this 

crisis, a small team of disguise, false-documentation, and 

graphics specialists from CIA’s Office of Technical Service 

(OTS) developed a scheme to exfiltrate the “Canadian Six” 

(as they became known) from Iran. 

The exfiltration task was daunting —the six Americans had 

no intelligence background; planning required extensive 

coordination within the US and Canadian Governments; and 

failure not only threatened the safety of the hostages but 

also posed considerable risk of worldwide embarrassment 

to the US and Canada. Other significant problems included 

overcoming Iran’s strict immigration exit controls and 

creation of a credible cover story, disguises, and supporting 

documenta tion for the six Americans. 

After the OTS team carefully considered numerous options, 

their chosen plan began to take shape. Canadian Parliament 

agreed to grant Canadian passports to the six Americans. 

Together with an experienced motion-picture consultant, the 

team devised a cover story so exotic that it would not likely 

draw suspicions—the production of a Hollywood movie. 

The team set up a dummy company, “Studio Six 

Productions”, with offices on the old Columbia Studio lot. 

This upstart company titled its new production “Argo” after 

the ship that Jason and the Argonauts sailed in rescuing 

the Golden Fleece from the many -headed dragon holding 

it captive in the sacred garden—much like the situation 

in Iran. The script had a Middle Eastern sci-fi theme that 

glorified Islam. The story line was intentionally complicated 

and difficult to decipher. Ads pro claimed Argo to be a 

“cosmic conflagration” written by Teresa Harris (the alias 

selected for one of the six awaiting exfiltration). 

President Jimmy Carter approved the rescue operation. 

The OTS team prepared for the newly-christened “movie-

production crew” forged documentation and disguise 

packages to be shipped via Canada’s diplomatic pouch to 

their embassy in Tehran. OTS specialists—under the guise 

of a Studio Six Productions team scouting for a suitable 

filming location in Tehran—traveled to Iran to make last-

min ute touches to false travel documents (depicted in 

the painting) and to make final arrangements with the six 

Americans and their Canadian hosts. The day before their 

departure, the six Americans rehearsed their cover stories 

and movie-production roles. Their new images included 

disguises and wardrobes with a “Hollywood” flair—tight 

trousers, silk shirt unbuttoned down the front with chest 

hair cradling a gold chain and medallion for one man. 

Traveling through Tehran’s Mehrabad Airport was typically 

chaotic, clogged with traveler traffic on top of overzealous 

customs and immigration officials and roving Revolutionary 

Guards. The OTS team had picked an early morning flight 

to increase the chances of a smooth departure—officials 

would be sleepy, Revolutionary Guards would be in bed, and 

travelers would be at a minimum. The six Americans and their 

OTS-escort “production manager” passed through customs 

and immigration without a hitch. After an hour delay due 

to a minor mechanical problem, the flight was in the air and 

headed for Zurich. The Americans breathed a collective sigh 

of relief when the plane cleared Iranian airspace. 

News of the escape and Canada’s role quickly broke. 

Americans went wild in expressing their appreciation 

to Canada and its embassy staff. The maple leaf flew 

in a hundred cities and towns across the US. Billboards 

exclaimed “Thank you Canada!” Full-page newspaper 

ads expressed America’s thanks to its neighbors to the 

north. Thirty-thousand baseball fans cheered Canada’s 

Ambassador to Iran and the six res cued Americans, 

honored guests at a game in Yankee Stadium. 

Studio Six Productions soon folded, the public unaware of CIA’s 

role in orchestrating this most successful rescue operation. 

In 2013, Deputy Director for Science and Technology Glenn 

Gaffney unveiled the painting as part of the directorate’s year-

long 50th anniversary celebration, saying, “Thirty-three years 

ago, the joint effort of two nations brought six Americans 

back home to freedom. [The operation] is one of our great 

successes, and its lessons of innovation and partnership will 

inspire our technical intelli gence officers as we forge new 

pathways into the future.” Honored guests included two of the 

Canadian Six and representatives from Canada. 

The 2012 award-winning film Argo, produced by and 

starring Ben Affleck, dramatized this story of deception  

and intrigue for the world to see.
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Khampa Airlift to Tibet© by Dru Blair

Beginning in 1959, the CIA began using unmarked C-130s in support of its operations to undermine the Chinese occupation of Tibet.  

Over the next several years, many agent insertions and resupply flights were completed without incident — usually at night and at low level.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

In the summer of 1950, communist Chinese troops invaded Tibet and 

seized Chamdo Province, easily subduing the Khampas, a hardy collection of 

Tibetan clans with a reputation for ferocity. Tibet became enmeshed in the 

developing Asian Cold War as the Chinese occupation steadily expanded. 

Conscious of this development when he took office in 1953, and in keeping 

with US anti-communist policies worldwide, President Eisenhower tasked 

CIA to provide covert assistance to the Tibetan resistance movement. 

The Agency trained Tibetans in paramilitary techniques and sent them back 

to organize the guerrilla fighters in Tibet. Starting in 1957, pilots and crews of 

Civil Air Transport, a CIA proprietary company, secretly air dropped trainees 

for the guerrillas and more than 250 tons of materiel arms, ammunition, 

radios, medical supplies, and such-from low-flying DC-6, B-17, and C-130 

cargo planes under cover of darkness.

Key to the airdrops was the recruitment of personnel with extensive 

experience in airdrop and parachute operations to help train the Tibetans 

for their missions. The painting commemorates these airdrop operations 

and serves as a tribute to the pilots, air crews, and many Agency sup-

port personnel who devoted themselves for so many years to the cause of 

Tibetan freedom. 

In the end, despite dedicated Agency efforts, the Tibetan resistance had only 

limited success. Chinese military forces were ruthless and over whelming, and 

sufficient local guerrilla support never materialized. CIA’s chief proponent of 

the Tibetans died unexpectedly in 1967, and reality soon became abundantly 

clear-the Tibetan guerrillas stood no chance against the Chinese. This 

reality coupled with President Nixon’s plans to establish diplomatic relations 

with China meant that US support to Tibet was no longer strategically 

or geopolitically feasible. The White House directed that this support be 

withdrawn, and the Tibetan resistance subsequently folded in 1974. 

Many of the CIA officers who contributed to CIA support to the Tibetan 

guerrillas in the 1950s and 1960s attended the painting’s unveiling in 2014. A 

former CIA officer known as CIA’s “Father of Aerial Delivery” described the 

airdrops as “professionally orchestrated” and “executed flawlessly.” A Special 

Activities Division officer elaborated, saying, “The painting captures the 

ingenuity, selflessness, bravery, and sacrifice of those whose actions wrote 

the chapters that serve as the foundation of our work today.



Lobo One ©

By Jeffery W. Bass 

Near the Bay of Pigs beachhead, a column of Castro’s 

ground forces is attacked by six CIA B-26s led by CIA 

contract pilots Captain Connie “Seig” Seigrist and 

Captain Douglas Price. Also participating were four  

B-26s flown by Cuban rebel pilots.
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MISSION DESCRIPTION

Cuba was one of the main focus areas for the CIA in the early 

1960s. The invasion at the Bay of Pigs in April 1961 was supported 

by the Cuban Liberation Air Force based in Nicaragua. Its strike 

component consisted of 17 Douglas B-26 Invader aircraft painted 

in Cuban markings, and initially with all-Cuban crews. The initial 

air strikes failed to completely destroy Castro’s air force on the 

ground, due to a reduction in missions imposed by the White 

House, and its surviving aircraft soon began taking a toll on the 

Liberation forces.

By the second day of the invasion, April 18, American pilots were 

allowed to take occasional part in attacks near the beachhead, to 

supplement the overworked Liberation air crews. A large enemy 

force was approaching the landing area by road and six B-26s 

were dispatched to attack it. Call-sign LOBO ONE was piloted 

by Connie “Seig” Seigrist with Cuban security officer Gustavo 

Villodo as companion. LOBO TWO was flown by Doug Price 

and Alberto Perez Sordo. Captains Seigrist and Price were long-

serving CIA contract pilots who helped with the training and 

planning for the Bay of Pigs air operation. The remaining B-26s 

made up the CHICO and TIGER flights and had all-Cuban crews.

The convoy consisted on several tanks and armored vehicles and 

some 20 troop-laden trucks and busses strung out along a road 

through a marshy area. They were repeatedly attacked by the CIA 

aircraft which expended 9,000 rounds of .50 caliber ammunition, 

50 rockets, 20 fragmentation bombs and eight napalm bombs. 

“We bombed, strafed, rocketed and napalmed all our stores 

in about five or six minutes and left the convoy badly messed 

up,” Seigrist later stated. No exact casualty figures were ever 

released by Castro’s government but they were likely well into the 

hundreds. The attacking aircraft all returned safely to base.

This was, however, one of the few unqualified successes of the 

five-day air operation and all in all eight B-26s were lost. Fourteen 

air crew were killed, including four American volunteers from the 

Alabama Air National Guard. The invasion itself also failed, with 

most survivors being captured and imprisoned on Cuba.



An Air Combat First©, By Keith Woodcock, FGAvA, ASAA, Donated by Marius Burke and Boyd D. Mesecher

An Air America Bell 205 vs. attacking North Vietnamese Air Force An-2 Colt,/Captain Theodore H. Moore 

and Flight Mechanic Glenn R. Woods 12 January 1968 at LIMA Site 85, Pha Thai, Laos Air America Won
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Known as “Site 85,” the US radar facility perched 

atop a 5,800-foot mountain in northeast Laos—less 

than 150 miles from Hanoi—was providing critical and 

otherwise unavailable all-weather guidance to American 

F-105 fighter-bombers flying strike missions against 

Communist supply depots, airfields, and railroad yards 

in North Vietnam.  CIA proprietary Air America provided 

critical air support to the site.

On 12 January 1968, Air America pilot Ted Moore was 

flying an ammunition-supply run to the site in his 

unarmed UH-1D “Huey” helicopter when he saw four 

North Vietnamese An-2 Colt biplanes attack. Moore and 

his flight mechanic Glenn Woods took chase of the first 

Colt.  The painting captures one North Vietnamese Colt 

fleeing and the other being pursued by the Huey piloted 

by Moore as flight mechanic Woods fires his AK-47 

at the cockpit. The pursuit was relentless, continuing 

for more than 20 minutes until the second Colt (hit by 

ground fire) joined the first in an attempt to escape 

back into North Vietnam.   Both attacking Colts suffered 

severe bullet damage and crashed before reaching the 

border.  Fearing a similar fate, the two unengaged Colts 

retreated unharmed.  This daring action by Moore and 

Woods gained them—and Air America—the distinction 

of having shot down an enemy fixed-wing aircraft from 

a helicopter—a singular aerial victory in the entire his-

tory of the Vietnam war.    

Two months later in a night raid, North Vietnamese 

commandos overran Site 85 in the deadliest single 

ground loss of US Air Force personnel during the 

Vietnam war.  A year later, Glenn Woods was killed in 

action in Laos.

The painting was unveiled on July 27, 2007. The 

ceremony was attended by, among others, Ted Moore 

and Sawang Reed, the widow of Glenn Woods.

MISSION DESCRIPTION
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The Airmen’s Bond© by Keith Woodcock, FGAvA, ASAA, Donated by the Air America Association Board

The CIA took on a pivotal role in US air operations in Laos, since only the Agency had assets stationed in-country.  
Here a downed USAF Air Commando air crew flying out of Thailand in the late 1960s is rescued by an Air America UH-34D helicopter, with other Air America-operated aircraft in support.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

When President Kennedy decided in 1961 to forcefully resist rising 

communist aggression against the remote but strategically located Kingdom 

of Laos, CIA—and its proprietary airline Air America—were ready. Flying in a 

mountainous land-locked country with few roads, continually shifting weather 

conditions, and virtually no navigational aids, Air America crews routinely 

conducted hazardous resupply mis sions to hundreds of government outposts. 

This aerial lifeline provided essential assistance to Royal Lao and US-directed 

forces battling North Vietnamese and Pathet Lao communist troops.

Air America crews became expert in the terrain and unique flying con ditions 

of Laos, but they were not immune to enemy ground fire and the perils of 

being shot down over enemy-controlled territory. They soon created their 

own search-and-rescue (SAR) force of UH-34D helicopters and T-28D attack 

aircraft and began to respond to their own emergen cies. As more US military 

aircraft began flying missions over Laos (and later over North Vietnam), Air 

America took on the prime responsibility for rescuing all downed US aviators.

The Airmen’s Bond depicts the heroism of an Air America UH-34D crew 

conducting one such rescue of two US Air Force A-1E bomber pilots. 

Overhead, a “Raven” forward air controller flying an O-1 observation plane 

directs two Air America-piloted T-28Ds in strafing runs against advancing 

communist forces. The rescue takes place on the Plaine des Jarres, a critical 

communist supply route in the high plateau of north-central Laos. The area, 

which became one of the most bombed places on earth, derives its name 

from the presence of hundreds of large stone jars. Believed to have been used 

as funerary urns by Bronze Age people, the jars range in size from 3 to 10 feet 

in height and can weigh more than 10 tons.

Over the long and difficult course of the Vietnam war, CIA provided 

extraordinary and mostly unheralded support to the US military. From 1964 

to 1965, when the US military had few SAR aircraft in the region, Air America 

rescued 21 American pilots. Although the US Air Force did not continue to 

publish further statistics on Air America rescues and CIA never tracked such 

data, anecdotal information suggests that Air America air crews saved scores 

and scores of American military airmen. Often at great personal risk, they did 

so for their fellow flyers and for their country.

In 2008, National Clandestine Service Director Michael Sulick hosted the 

official Agency acceptance of the painting before an audience of former 

Air America personnel, their families, and Agency staff. Sulick said he was 

honored to accept the painting as “a daily reminder to our employees of 

service over self.”
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HORSE SCULPTURE

The Day the Wall Came Down© by Veryl Goodnight, Donated by Sarah and John Lindahl, Jr.

Veryl Goodnight watched raptly with the rest of the world as the Berlin Wall fell on 9 November 1989. That night, she says, in a dream, her plan for a sculpture 

of five horses racing across a prairie was transformed into a sculpture depicting the spirited animals leaping to freedom over the Berlin Wall’s ruins.



MISSION DESCRIPTION

Veryl Goodnight watched raptly with the 

rest of the world as the Berlin Wall fell on 

9 November 1989. That night, she says, in a 

dream, her plan for a sculpture of five horses 

racing across a prairie was transformed into a 

sculpture depicting the spirited animals leaping 

to freedom over the Berlin Wall’s ruins. Today, 

two monumental (1-1/4 life-size) installations 

of her sculpture exist. One is at the George H. 

W. Bush Presidential Library in College Station, 

Texas. The other, donated by the American 

people to the German people, is in Berlin. In 

2004, US patrons of the arts, Sarah and John 

Lindahl, Jr., commissioned a one-quarter life-

size version for presentation to the CIA. In 

explaining their reasons, John Lindahl recalled 

reading DCI George Tenet’s farewell remarks 

in July 2004, in which he said, “I am convinced 

that if the American people were fully aware of 

what you do—around the clock and around the 

world—they would line up at that front gate in 

huge, record numbers, come in here, and say 

thank you.” Lindahl offered the Goodnight work 

as such a thank you, coming, he said, “from a 

sincere appreciation for the patriotic sacrifice 

that our fellow citizens (neighbors and friends) 

make on our country’s behalf. . . . Our hope is 

that Veryl’s visionary sculpture will add a little 

balance to the landscape and perhaps lift a spirit 

or two along the way.” Today, The Day the Wall 

Came Down stands in the entrance of the New 

Headquarters Building.

At our request, Goodnight added, as graffiti on 

the ruins of the wall, symbols with particular 

meaning for CIA’s workforce. First, she added 

the inscription “And Ye Shall Know the Truth, 

and the Truth Shall Make You Free,” which 

graces the lobby of the Original Headquarters 

Building. Now, employees and visitors entering 

either portal will see the inscription drawn 

from the Bible (John 8:32) that serves as a 

philosophical foundation of our work. Also 

on the wall’s fragments is President Ronald 

Reagan’s famous admonition: “Mr. Gorbachev, 

tear down this wall!” Finally, Goodnight added a 

single white star. Like the stars on CIA’s Wall of 

Honor that pay tribute to fallen colleagues, this 

star honors the fallen. But in this case, it marks 

the sacrifices of CIA’s foreign agents who gave 

their lives in a common mission during the Cold 

War. The CIA has recognized few such people 

publicly, but they were memorialized collectively 

in November 1999 at a ceremony in front of 

Goodnight’s statue at the Bush Library attended 

by many US political and intelligence leaders, 

including former President George H. W. Bush, 

DCI Tenet, and other former DCIs.



THE WALL OF HONOR

In the CIA’s Original Headquarters Building lobby, 103 stars are now engraved on the smooth, white marble walls. They serve as a silent tribute to CIA officers who gave their lives in pursuit of the CIA mission.
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PAINTING DESCRIPTIONS
JANUARY   Tolkachev, Quiet Courage  Adolf Tolkachev was a Soviet aviation electronics engineer and also a CIA spy who supplied valuable information on military technology. Some historians consider him one 
of the greatest U.S. spies. His motivation seemed to spring from the persecution of his wife’s family under Stalin. He tried to enlist in the U.S. intelligence service by leaving notes in the cars of American diplomats. 
After four rejections, he was finally accepted by the CIA and supplied information for six years without his wife or son knowing what he was doing. Tolkachev would smuggle documents home on his lunch hour and 
photograph them. The information gave the U.S. crucial details on fighter radar systems, surface-to-air missiles and other technologies. In 1985, he was betrayed by two turncoat CIA officers, arrested and executed.

FEBRUARY  Piercing the Curtain   The CIA took a long time to recognize one of its most famous technical creations in the Art Gallery. When it finally did, those responsible for conceiving the painting decided on a novel 
approach. Instead of a standard view of the U-2 aircraft from the outside, a view from the cockpit was agreed. This entailed detailed research on what exactly a U-2 cockpit looked like in 1956. The result is an accurate 
view, even extending to the view through the driftsight of the Peter and Paul Fortress, as the spyplane flew over the center of Leningrad: Chris Pocock, Author of “50 Years of the U-2: The Complete Illustrated History of 
the “Dragon Lady” and “Dragon Lady Today: The continuing Story of the U-2 Spyplane.”

MARCH  Message From Moscow  Radio technology developed rapidly in the 1930s, and Nazi and Japanese propagandists exploited this new medium as a war time tool. President Franklin D. Roosevelt recognized 
the need to monitor the Axis powers and created the Foreign Broadcast Monitoring Service, which analyzed vital information from the airwaves. In 1947, this responsibility was assigned to the newly created CIA, 
and the monitoring was done in partnership with British agencies. The painting depicts a significant example of this service during the Cuban missile crisis. When Soviet Premier Nikita Khrushchev agreed to pull 
missiles from Cuban bases, his message was sent through diplomatic channels, but it was also broadcast on radio and picked up by CIA and British monitors, the faster method of communication.

APRIL  A Contingency for Every Action  From the Office of Strategic Services during World War II to the present-day CIA, support officers have faced the complex challenge of supplying weaponry for covert 
operations around the globe. The variety of missions and the changing technologies of the past decades have created a rich tapestry  —as depicted in this painting—of small arms, ammunition and other 
paramilitary equipment. Included are the M-1 Garand rifle of World War II and Korea, the M16A1 automatic rifle of the Vietnam War and the AK-47. Machine guns, pistols, grenades and launchers were also vital 
weapons as well as the manuals on how to use them. Dedicated logistics officers, ordnance specialists and aerial-delivery experts played crucial roles in supplying our allies. Today, skilled teams remain ready to 
react at a moment’s notice whenever a new crisis erupts somewhere in the world.

MAY   Peace Keeper   On 23 January 1968, North Korea seized the U.S. Navy ship Pueblo, while it was in international waters on a signals intelligence mission. CIA Director Richard Helms offered to find the ship 
using an A-12 supersonic aircraft to provide overhead photographs. When President Lyndon B. Johnson approved the mission, CIA pilot Jack Weeks located the ship north of Wonsan. With this photographic 
proof, the U.S. began negotiating with North Korea. Eventually the crew was released, but the Pueblo remains in North Korea. The painting depicts Jack Weeks’ successful flight.

JUNE   Argo: Rescue of the Canadian Six  On November 4, 1979, militant Islamic students captured the U.S. Embassy in Tehran along with 66  hostages. Six Americans escaped by taking refuge in the homes of 
Canadian Embassy officers. The CIA’s Office of Technical Services took on the challenge of liberating these six Americans from Iran. OTS came up with an exotic plan, with the Americans posing as a Hollywood 
motion picture crew. A small CIA team of disguise, false-documentation and graphics specialists gave the group a Hollywood flair. The six Americans as well as an OTS escort managed to pass through Iran 
airport customs and landed safely in Zurich. While the assistance of the Canadians was widely hailed in the U.S., the U.S. public was unaware of the CIA’s role. The painting depicts OTS personnel preparing false 
paperwork for the escape. The 2012 move Argo dramatized this story of deception.

JULY   Khampa Airlift to Tibet   In the summer of 1950, communist Chinese troops invaded Tibet and seized Chamdo Province, easily subduing the Khampas, a hardy collection of Tibetan clans with a reputation 
for ferocity. Tibet became enmeshed in the developing Asian Cold War as the Chinese occupation steadily expanded. Conscious of this development when he took office in 1953, and in keeping
with US anti-communist policies worldwide, President Eisenhower tasked CIA to provide covert assistance to the Tibetan resistance movement.

AUGUST   Lobo One   On 18 April 1961, LOBO ONE led a flight of six B-26 attack aircraft painted in the paint scheme of the Cuban Air force. They achieved one of the most successful ground attacks in aviation 
history. LOBO ONE was piloted by Capt. CW “Seig” Seigrist with Cuban flight observer Gustavo Villoldo. LOBO TWO was piloted by Capt. Doug Price and flight observer Alberto Perez-Soldo. The remaining four 
B-26 aircraft were piloted by “Free” Cuban aircrews. Capt. Seigrist and Price were long-serving CIA contract pilots responsible for the training and planning for the Bay of Pigs air operations. The two Americans 
volunteered to fly the mission after the Kennedy White House withdrew the US Navy air support after the invasion began. Half of the B-26 aviators that participated in the invasion were killed in action, among 
the KIA included four Alabama Air National Guard volunteers: Alan Seigrist, son of Connie “Seig” Seigrist.

SEPTEMBER   An Air Combat First  Prior investigation of all aspects of this project presented me with the problem of how best to depict this unusual action. I eventually settled for an overhead view so that the 
rugged and inhospitable terrain could be made evident. The actual event was an incredible victory for Air America although the existence of the Lima 85 station was sadly not to continue. Keith Woodcock, artist.

OCTOBER   The Airmen’s Bond   With all the different elements, the Bird Dog, the T-28s, the Skyraider and the H-34, this painting proved to be very challenging. Although a generic scene, I was very keen to show 
the whole scenario in a dynamic way and portray to the viewer the huge commitment by each of the individuals involved in a typical rescue of a downed aircraft. Keith Woodcock, artist.

NOVEMBER   The Day the Wall Came Down   Veryl Goodnight watched raptly with the rest of the world as the Berlin Wall fell on 9 November 1989. That night, she says, in a dream, her plan for a sculpture 
of five horses racing across a prairie was transformed into a sculpture depicting the spirited animals leaping to freedom over the Berlin Wall’s ruins.

DECEMBER   The Wall of Honor   In the CIA’s Original Headquarters Building lobby, 103 stars are now engraved on the smooth, white marble walls. They serve as a silent tribute to CIA officers who gave their lives 
in pursuit of the CIA mission.



The men and women of the Central Intelligence Agency, and their allied 

foreign national agents, courageously carry out their missions in hostile 

environments around the globe. From the frozen killing grounds of the Korean 

War to the bloody siege at Dien Bien Phu, to missions above the Arctic Circle 

and on the bottom of the Pacific Ocean, and in capitals and danger zones 

around the world, these unsung heroes perform countless land, sea and air 

missions, usually without public knowledge or gratitude.

This collection of original paintings, initially funded by private citizens and 

corporations depicts actual declassified CIA missions.

Each historical depiction was exhaustively researched and recreated by world 

class military and aviation artists such as Dru Blair, James Dietz, Jeff Bass, Keith 

Woodcock, Stuart Brown, Gareth Hector and others. Unique calendar bonus fea-

tures include photos of points of interest at the headquarters, artist sketches and 

color studies, declassified documents, photographs of mission participants and 

more. SECRET OPS OF THE CIA is a history book disguised as a wall calendar. 

The artwork is on permanent display at the CIA headquarters in McLean, Virginia.

THERE IS NO AFFILIATION
BETWEEN THE CIA. AND CIA-ART.

SECRET OPS OF THE CIA
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Argo: Rescue of the Canadian Six© by Deborah D.

When the US Embassy in Tehran was stormed in 1979, six Americans managed to get away and found temporary refuge with Canadian diplomats. The CIA worked out an elaborate project  

involving a bogus Hollywood film to manage their escape from Iran, which was successfully implemented: here CIA officers are making last-minute adjustments to various fake travel documents.
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All images, photographs and artwork contained within are copyrighted and sole property of the original artist or photographer. 

THE WALL OF HONOR

In the CIA’s Original Headquarters Building lobby, 103 stars are now engraved on the smooth, white marble walls. They serve as a silent tribute to CIA officers who gave their lives in pursuit of the CIA mission.
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